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Abstract: This commentary is about predicting a woman’s breast cancer risk from her mammogram,
building on the work of Wolfe, Boyd and Yaffe on mammographic density. We summarise our efforts
at finding new mammogram-based risk predictors, and how they combine with the conventional
mammographic density, in predicting risk for interval cancers and screen-detected breast cancers
across different ages at diagnosis and for both Caucasian and Asian women. Using the OPERA
(odds ratio per adjusted standard deviation) concept, in which the risk gradient is measured on
an appropriate scale that takes into account other factors adjusted for by design or analysis, we
show that our new mammogram-based measures are the strongest of all currently known breast
cancer risk factors in terms of risk discrimination on a population-basis. We summarise our findings
graphically using a path diagram in which conventional mammographic density predicts interval
cancer due to its role in masking, while the new mammogram-based risk measures could have a
causal effect on both interval and screen-detected breast cancer. We discuss attempts by others to
pursue this line of investigation, the measurement challenge that allows different measures to be
compared in an open and transparent manner on the same datasets, as well as the biological and
public health consequences.
Keywords: breast cancer; cumulus; cirrocumulus; cirrus; mammogram-based risk; mammographic
density; OPERA

1. Introduction
This Special Issue calls for manuscripts that will help advance our understanding of mammographic
density to improve the detection and prevention of breast cancer. But the issue is much larger than
mammographic density, at least as it has been defined conventionally as the ‘white or bright areas
on a mammogram’. The last few decades had seen many efforts to measure this historical concept,
including automated measures now that digital mammography is widespread, building on the seminal
work of Boyd and Yaffe who created a semi-automated method [1]. But those efforts had missed a
fundamental point. The aim shouldn’t be to better measure mammographic density per se, but to better
predict risk.
This commentary is about finding ways to predict a woman’s breast cancer risk from her mammogram,
building on the work of Wolfe, Boyd and Yaffe on what has become known as mammographic density.
We summarise our efforts at finding new mammogram-based risk predictors, and how they combine
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with the conventional measure of mammographic density in predicting breast cancer risk for interval
cancers and screen-detected cancers, as well as across different ages at diagnosis and for both Caucasian
and Asian women. We also discuss more recent attempts by others to pursue this line of investigation,
the Measurement Challenge that allows different measures to be compared in an open and transparent
manner on the same datasets, as well as the biological and public health consequences.
Before we do so, we discuss the pivotal concept of OPERA (odds ratio per adjusted standard
deviation) which should not be relegated to an Appendix or Supplementary Material. It is fundamental
to understanding, and putting into proper perspective, the relative strengths of risk factors with one
another, and with other risk factors. It is particularly relevant to mammographic density due to its
negative confounding with the major breast cancer risk factor of age and, for some, another breast
cancer risk factor in body mass index. The reader might want to first skip this section and go straight
to the section on Wolfe and beyond, but it is essential to understanding the area.
2. OPERA: A Measure of the Ability of a Risk Factor to Identify Future Cases on a
Population Basis
Consider the issue of how to rank risk factors in terms of their ability to predict disease risk on a
population-basis; namely the extent to which they differentiate cases from controls. For simplicity, we
consider risk factors measured on a continuous scale, though this is not an essential assumption. The key
issue is to recognise that disease risk almost invariably depends on age, and often sex (dramatically so
for breast cancer), as well as many other factors. Some of these factors are measured and adjusted
for in analysis while others can be controlled for, at least to some extent, by design. Consequently,
studies of breast cancer and mammography measures typically consider women only, and use cases
and controls who are similar, or even matched for, age. Some family-based designs control for familial
factors—genetic and environmental. The result is an estimate of relative, not absolute, risk—the latter
can be determined by appropriate use of population age-specific incidences.
The point that is often not appreciated is that the resulting risk estimate applies to a change in the
risk factor of concern while holding all other factors constant. Therefore, the risk scale is not that of the
unadjusted risk factor. Expressing the risk gradient in terms of units of the unadjusted risk factor is
inappropriate, yet standard practice throughout epidemiology despite it giving misleading results.
For mammogram-based risk measures in particular, these considerations are particularly important.
Conventional mammographic density declines with age in the decades around the menopausal years.
Percent mammographic density has a mean of around 25–35% before age 40 years, then decreases over
the next two decades to plateau at about 15–25% in later life for Caucasian women [2]. A similar pattern
with age has been observed for Asian women [3]. After adjusting for age and body mass index, percent
density has a standard deviation of ~10% and is highly, though not completely, stable (correlation
between measures 10 years apart ~ 0.9) [2].
The commonly used concept of percent mammographic density (absolute density divided by
the total breast size) is also moderately, and negatively, correlated with body mass index. But
breast cancer risk increases substantially with age, and post-menopause, with body mass index.
Intriguingly, body mass index has a negative (i.e., protective) association with breast cancer risk prior to
menopause [4]. Consequently, almost all studies of mammogram-based risk measures use case-control
samples of similar ages, and adjust for age, body mass index, and often other measured risk factors
though the latter don’t explain much variance [5]. The fact that the adjustment has been made in the
analysis is typically denoted in the footnotes to Tables of results but rarely commented on in the text.
Major problems arise when the estimated risk gradient is presented in terms of the so-called
‘change in risk per standard deviation’ specifically as the increment in risk for a one-unit change of the
standard deviation of the unadjusted, raw measures [6]. These ‘per standard deviation’ risks are not
meaningful (they do not represent what has been estimated) and should not be used to compare risk
factors across measures.
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The considerations above when applied to mammogram-based risk factors were the driving force
in us developing the concept of OPERA (odds ratio per adjusted standard deviation) [7]. The word
“adjusted” refers to the use of the standard deviation of the risk factor (for the population about which
inference is being made) after it has been adjusted for other factors being taken into consideration by
the design and analysis.
OPERA is the correct way to interpret risk estimates in terms of risk discrimination on a population
basis because it recognises that a risk factor is in effect the risk measure adjusted for covariates, not
the raw measure itself. In addition, if it is assumed that the risk measure is approximately normally
distributed (typically researchers have transformed mammographic density measures to achieve
this) and that risk increases multiplicatively across the risk spectrum (which empirically appears
to be a reasonable assumption), then the log(OPERA) is approximately equal to the difference in
means (in terms of standard deviation for the population) between cases and controls, and so is
easily interpreted.
The measure log(OPERA), therefore, is an appropriate scale on which to discuss and compare
risk discrimination. There is a mathematical relationship between log(OPERA) and the area under the
receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) which is approximately linear at least for AUC between
0.5 to 0.7 (OPERA between 1 and 2). Under these assumptions, the inter-quartile risk ratio (IQRR) is
approximately OPERA2.5 (see Supplementary Material [8]).
When OPERA is used, it emerges that conventional mammographic density is one of the stronger
risk factors for female breast cancer. The OPERA is typically around 1.4, substantially more than for
the classic epidemiological risk factors, as discussed previously [7]. The risk discrimination from
conventional mammographic density compares favourably with that achieved by the latest polygenic
risk scores for which the OPERA is about 1.6 [9]. Our new mammogram-based risk measures have
OPERAs of 1.6 or higher [8,10–14] and we will now discuss how this came about.
3. Wolfe and Beyond
In the 1970s, John Wolfe demonstrated that certain aspects of a mammogram were predicting, for
women deemed at a mammographic screen to not have a breast cancer, which of them were more likely
to be diagnosed with breast cancer at subsequent screens [15]. An advocate of early mammographic
screening, Wolfe developed a classification scheme that initially apparently failed to gain adoption by
radiologists due to lack of replication in measurement and inconsistent results [16], though the latter
might have been a consequence of the former. It was recognised, however, that the dense regions of
mammograms were implicated in a major weakness of mammographic screening-the failure to detect
cancers hidden, or ‘masked’, by the white or bright regions that are mammographically ‘dense’.
The seminal work of Boyd and Yaffe, who created a semi-automated way to measure
mammographic density called CUMULUS [17] and applied it to prospective studies of large screening
populations, consistently found evidence that percent mammographic density—adjusted by design
and/or analysis for age and body mass index—was predicting both interval and screen-detected cancers
in the long-term [18]. Use of the OPERA concept confirmed that this risk gradient was stronger for
interval cancer [19], consistent with a role of masking. For example, Krishnan and colleagues [20]
found that for percent density adjusted for age and body mass index, the OPERA was 2.05 (95%
confidence interval (CI) 1.65 to 2.56) for interval cancer compared with 1.37 (95% CI 1.21 to 1.56) for
screen-detected cancer (p for difference = 0.002). Moreover, percent mammographic density was the
best predictor of whether a woman was to develop interval versus screen-detected cancer, with an
OPERA of 1.51 (95% CI 1.23 to 1.86; p = 0.00005).
Therefore, percent mammographic density was clearly predicting something specific to interval
cancers, presumably masking, and was also associated with intrinsic breast cancer risk, but to a far
lesser extent. While its association with interval cancer was by its nature likely to be causal, in the sense
that changing percent density could lead to a reduction in risk, it was still unclear if the conventional
measure of density, or even density per se, is causal for breast cancer. It is possible that the conventional
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concept of density as a risk factors is correlated with other mammogram-or lifestyle-related causal risk
factors. To examine these hypotheses, we took two approaches to discovering new mammogram-based
measures of risk, and importantly, considered their risk predictions concurrently with those arising
from conventional mammographic density when fitted together.
4. Redefining Mammographic Density in Terms of Brightness: Cumulus, Altocumulus
and Cirrocumulus
Initially, mammographic density was defined as the light or bright area and calculated using
the CUMULUS software [17]. We call the resultant measure Cumulus in honour of the method and
its creators, and because it aligns with the meteorological use of this word to describe clouds often
described as puffy, cotton-like or fluffy and based on the Latin word “cumulo”, meaning heap or pile.
We challenged this convention by defining mammographic density at, in effect, two substantially
higher pixel-brightness thresholds as the brighter (Altocumulus) and brightest (Cirrocumulus) regions.
We used the CUMULUS software but chose the bright regions within the white areas to define
Altocumulus, and the brighter regions among the bright areas to define Cirrocumulus. These words
also align with their meteorological use by matching pixel intensity to height (the Latin word “alus”
means high). Altocumulus are middle altitude clouds typically higher than cumulus clouds and have
elements that are larger than those of cirrocumulus clouds which typically appear at an even higher
altitude—the Latin word “cirro” means curl and is used to describe a high cloud.
Operators of CUMULUS have traditionally been trained to be highly repeatable in their measures
of Cumulus, both with themselves and with other operators. We similarly trained operators to ensure
measures of Altocumulus and Cirrocumulus were highly repeatable.
We found from multiple studies of Australian and Korean women [10–14] that the new measures
of mammographic density, Altocumulus and Cirrocumulus, did better than Cumulus at predicting risk.
One notable exception is risk of interval breast cancer [14].
Tables 1 and 2 show that the risk gradients for Altocumulus and/or Cirrocumulus were comparable
to those for the genetic risk scores developed from genome-wide association studies (OPERA = 1.6; [9])
and often better than for Cumulus (OPERA = 1.4). The risk estimates for Altocumulus were often little
different to those for Cumulus, but the risk estimates for Cirrocumulus in particular were in general
stronger, especially for Korean women (who are diagnosed on average a decade or so earlier than
Australian women) [10] and for Australian women diagnosed at a younger age [11]. These findings
applied to film and well as digital mammograms, and for the latter, appeared to depend on the
manufacturer [12].
Table 1. Odds ratio per unadjusted standard deviation (OPERA1 ) for dense area mammographic
density measures in predicting younger age at diagnosis breast cancer for women with a family history
of breast cancer (Nguyen et al. (2017)) [11].
Univariable
Cirrocumulus
Altocumulus
Cumulus

1.73 (1.52–1.97)
1.74 (1.53–1.99)
1.62 (1.42–1.83)

Multivariable
1.41 (1.21–1.65)
1.43 (1.22–1.68)
–

1.44 (1.20–1.72)
1.48 (1.21–1.81)
0.95 (0.76–1.18)

1

standard deviation is calculated for each measure adjusted for age and body mass index using the controls sample
and, for the multivariable analysis, in effect adjusted for the other measure.

Table 2. Odds ratio per unadjusted standard deviation (OPERA1 ) for dense area mammographic
density measures in predicting screen-detected breast cancer (Nguyen et al. (2018)) [13].
Univariable
Cirrocumulus
Altocumulus
Cumulus
1

1.32 (1.18–1.48)
1.25 (1.12–1.40)
1.25 (1.12–1.40)

Multivariable
1.19 (1.06–1.34)
–
0.98 (0.87–1.10)

1.19 (1.04–1.36)
0.99 (0.85–1.14)
0.99 (0.85–1.15)

standard deviation is calculated for each measure adjusted for age and body mass index using the controls sample
and, for the multivariable analysis, in effect adjusted for the other measure.
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5. Revisiting Texture using Agnostic Machine Learning: Cirrus
Wolfe originally described ‘parenchymal patterns’ using verbal descriptions and subjective
measures of textural features [15]. We instead used machine learning to try to find agnostically if
there are textural patterns (defined mathematically) that predict breast cancer risk [8]. We studied film
mammograms from two samples of Australian women and from one sample of American-Hawaiian
women living in Hawaii. We measured 20 textural features and found that the major principal
component was based on 11 of these features. Risk measures created from these 11 features and learnt
on one sample did well in predicting breast cancer in another sample (OPERAs ~ 1.7), even when
learnt on the small sample of Japanese women and applied to Australian women.
We call the risk measure based on fitting these 11 features to the combined sample Cirrus. These
features were highly correlated with one another, and the best predicting individual feature was
‘homogeneity’, a measure of the degree of “scatteredness” of the texture within an image; images with
large areas of similar intensity pixels have a higher degree of homogeneity than those composed of a
large number of small dissimilar regions.
6. What Happens When the New Measures are Fitted Together with the Conventional Measure?
We now consider what happens when the new measures are fitted with and without taking into
account the conventional measure, and vice versa. This allows inference to be made about the extent
to which associations are due to confounding with one another from examining what happens to
the estimates.
6.1. Cirrocumulus and Altocumulus
Except for interval cancer, when the new measures Cirrocumulus and Altocumulus were fitted with
the conventional measure Cumulus, the Cumulus risk estimate attenuated towards the null and was
often no longer statistically significant. In contrast, the new measures generally remained significant.
This happened consistently, despite these measures all being correlated with one another (e.g., ~0.8 for
Cumulus and Altocumulus; ~0.6 for Cumulus and Cirrocumulus). These general findings have been
replicated [21].
Table 1 shows an example in which the different density measures (in absolute terms) were
considered together as predictors of, on average, younger age at diagnosis breast cancer for women
with a family history of breast cancer [11]. All three measures gave strong and somewhat similar risk
predictions, with OPERAs of about 1.6–1.7, when considered alone (univariable analyses). When fitted
together, the Altocumulus and Cirrocumulus measures both attenuated to be about 1.4 but remained
highly significant. (The average of these two measures had an OPERA of about 1.8). The Cumulus
measure, however, went to the null and was no longer significant. This happened for each combination
that included Cumulus. The dense area measures gave a better fit than the percent mammographic
density areas for which a similar pattern of results were observed (the univariable association for
Cumulus as a percentage had a smaller OPERA of 1.52 (95% CI 1.34–1.73)).
Table 2. shows another example, this time for screen-detected breast cancer [13]. All three
measures predicted risk on their own, with the risk gradient for Cirrocumulus being 24% greater on the
log(OPERA) scale. When Cirrocumulus was fitted, the Cumulus measure went to the null and was no
longer significant whether or not Altocumulus was also fitted.
Table 3 shows an example for interval breast cancer [13]. This time the percent mammographic
density measures gave better fits than did the dense area measures. All three measures predicted
risk on their own, with the risk gradient for Cumulus being the greatest. Contrary to the previous
examples, it was the Cumulus measure that remained significant in the multivariable analyses whereas
both Altocumulus and Cirrocumulus were no longer significant once Cumulus was also fitted.
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Table 3. Odds ratio per unadjusted standard deviation (OPERA1 ) for percent mammographic density
measures in predicting interval breast cancer (Nguyen et al. (2018)) [13].
Univariable
Cirrocumulus
Altocumulus
Cumulus

2.06 (1.67–2.54)
1.92 (1.55–2.36)
2.33 (1.85–2.92)

Multivariable
–
0.88 (0.72–1.07)
1.67 (1.36–2.07)

1.10 (0.90–1.36)
1.48 (1.19–1.95)

1

standard deviation is calculated for each measure adjusted for age and body mass index using the controls sample
and, for the multivariable analysis, in effect adjusted for the other measure.

6.2. Cirrus
For Cirrus, Table 4 shows what happened when Cirrus was fitted together with absolute and
percentage Cumulus measures [8]. The Cirrus risk estimate remained high and attenuated by only 16%
on the log(OPERA) scale, while the Cumulus risk estimate attenuated by more than 50%. Most of the
data used these analyses came from a prospective cohort study that involved about 70% screen-detected
and 30% interval cancers. Note that the approach used to create Cirrus only used relative brightness
between pixels, not the absolute brightness of pixels as does the CUMULUS-based measures above.
Table 4. Odds ratio per unadjusted standard deviation (OPERA1 ) from Schmidt et al. combined data
set combined data set [8].
Univariable
Cirrus
Cumulus (absolute)
Cumulus (percent)

1.90 (1.73–2.09)
1.34 (1.25–1.43)
1.38 (1.29–1.48)

Multivariable
1.76 (1.59–1.95)
1.16 (1.08–1.24)
–

1.74 (1.57–1.93)
–
1.16 (1.07–1.25)

1

standard deviation is calculated for each measure adjusted for age and body mass index using the controls sample
and, for the multivariable analysis, in effect adjusted for the other measure.

7. Some Other New Mammogram-Based Measures of Breast Cancer Risk
Other researchers have also been trying to find aspects within a mammogram, other than
mammographic density, that contain information about risk of breast cancer. But rarely have these
researchers considered their new mammogram-based measure together with the conventional measure
of mammographic density as we have done.
One recent example is by Dembrower and colleagues [22] who developed a new risk measure
using deep learning, which they call DL. Their DL measure was “moderately” correlated with
conventional mammographic density measures (Spearman correlations between 0.25 and 0.42). Using
a prospective cohort design, they combined interval and screen-detected cancers as outcome (278 cases
and 2005 controls not matched for age, average 3.6 years follow-up, mean age at baseline mammogram
55 years) and calculated the OR per unadjusted standard deviation; see Table 5. They used LIBRA
automated software [23] to calculate conventional dense area and percentage density and adjusted the
mammogram-based measures for age (but not for body mass index, which might explain the poor
predictive performance of their percent mammographic density measure, as is predicted by the earlier
discussion about the OPERA concept).
Table 5. Odds ratio per unadjusted standard deviation1 from Dembrower et al. [22].
Univariable
DL
Dense area
Percent density
1

1.56 (1.48–1.64)
1.31 (1.24–1.38)
1.18 (1.11–1.25)

Multivariable
1.52 (1.42–1.59)
1.15 (1.09–1.22)
-

1.55 (1.47–1.64)
1.02 (0.95–1.08)

standard deviation is calculated for each measure adjusted for age and body mass index using the controls sample
and, for the multivariable analysis, in effect adjusted for the other measure.
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Table 5 shows that the risk gradient for the DL measure was unchanged by adjusting for the
conventional mammographic density measures. The risk gradient for the absolute dense area measure
halved after adjusting for the DL measure. Wanders and colleagues also considered together a
conventional mammographic density measure and a texture method assessment method they had
developed [24], but they adjusted the texture measure for mammographic density (but not vice versa).
The risk gradient for the texture measure attenuated by about 15–35%, and remained highly significant.
Unfortunately, they did not report what happened to the mammographic density risk after adjustment
for texture.
8. Interpretation
Figure 1 shows an interpretation, in terms of a path diagram, of the general findings above.
Unmeasured causes are shown as circles and the arrows represent causes in a given direction.
The conventional and new measures are moderately correlated, so there must be causal factors specific
to both measures (or even a causal relationship between the conventional and new measures, though
we haven’t shown that on the figure).

Figure 1. Path diagram indicating causal pathways implicated in conventional and new mammogram-based
predictors of interval and screen-detected breast cancers.

Because there is no convincing evidence that conventional mammographic density predicts
screen-detected breast cancer once the other mammogram-based risk factors are taken into account,
it appears to be a predictor of interval cancers due only (or mostly) to its role in masking. The new
mammogram-based risk measures appear to be predicting interval cancer through their association
with conventional mammographic density, particularly the other mammographic density measures
defined by higher pixel brightness thresholds which attenuate once the conventional measure is fitted
(see Table 3). But the new measures could also be having a direct effect given that their risk association
is still evident even after adjustment for conventional mammographic density (see Tables 1 and 2 and
Tables 4 and 5). The data are consistent with the new mammogram-based risk measures (rather than
conventional mammographic density) having a direct causal effect on both interval and screen-detected
breast cancer, and this hypothesis now needs to be addressed.
9. Importance of Mammogram-Based Risk Factors as Breast Cancer Risk Predictors
Following the concept of OPERA, Figure 2 shows that the new mammogram-based measures are
the strongest of the currently known risk factors in terms of risk discrimination on a population-basis.
This Figure is an update of Table 1 in the original paper on OPERA [7]. The next best risk factor is
derived from multi-generational family history using the tools BOADICEA and BRCAPRO; the OPERA
in Figure 2 pertains to risk of breast cancer diagnosed before age 50 years for women under the age of
50 years [25]. Given familial risks are highly dependent on age at diagnosis, and age at risk, this is
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likely to be greater than it would be for breast cancer diagnosed at any age. The OPERA for polygenic
risk scores is based on the latest publication from the Breast Cancer Association Consortium [9].

Figure 2. Risk discrimination for breast cancer based on the odds ratio per adjusted standard deviation
(OPERA) (see [7]) and equivalent inter-quartile risk ratio (IQRR).

Conventional mammographic density, adjusted for age and body mass index, is at most weakly
associated with the other known lifestyle-based breast cancer risk factors [5], as mentioned in Section 1.
Familial and genetic factors are perhaps the strongest; about 10–15% of the increased risk of breast
cancer associated with having at least one affected first-degree relative family history is explained by
the fact that mammographic density adjusted for age and body mass index has a correlation of about
0.3 in first-degree relatives and 0.6 in monozygotic twin pairs [5,26,27] Indeed, a similar proportion of
the known genetic variants associated with breast cancer risk are also implicated in explaining the
variance of mammographic density for age and body mass index [28,29]. The relationships between the
new mammogram-based risk factors and known breast cancer risk factors have not yet been published.
10. Discussion
Wolfe was right, and wrong. There are aspects of a mammographic image that predict risk of
breast cancer—but it isn’t all about parenchymal patterns, breast density, or the percentage of the
breast covered by white areas. Wolfe’s initial strong predictions were, on face value correct, but they
were mostly due to the strong role of conventional mammographic density in predicting masking, not
so much as risk per se.
Risk of interval cancers is an important issue, but it is not all due to density and masking. We have
found that it can be greatly improved by treating density as a continuum (not as a binary construct
as in current clinical practice) and by including other risk factors such as family history, and a new
measure based on breast tissue ageing [14]. It will likely improve with the addition of polygenic risk
scores and the other mammogram-based risk factors related to risk per se.
Our work has successfully identified new insights into breast cancer risk, but we would not have
been able to do this without the enormous contributions of others. In particular, Professor Norman
Boyd kept alive the ideas of Wolfe by developing the technology and resources, and inspiring the
workforce, to pursue this line of investigation. The CUMULUS software has been an incisive tool for
understanding breast cancer risk. We trained observers, not necessarily radiologists or physicians,
to use CUMULUS in novel ways and achieved high repeatability and better prediction of breast cancer
than the latest polygenic risk scores found from a massive expenditure on genetics applied to very
large-scale epidemiological studies. These new mammogram-based risk factors are also much better
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than the other known epidemiological risk factors (see Figure 2) and complement pedigree-based risk
models like BOADICEA and BRCAPRO [25].
What differentiates our work over the last few years has been its focus on the aspects of a
mammographic image that predict risk, rather than on mammographic density alone. We have not
been alone in this pursuit, at least not recently, and now that digital mammography is widespread,
the prospect of finding even stronger risk predictors using agnostic computer-learning approaches is
a reality.
For example, Perutz and colleagues created OpenBreast [30], by applying logistic regression
analyses to multiple features as we did in creating Cirrus, this time using digital mammograms but
with a much smaller dataset. They recently reported that OpenBreast had an OPERA of 2.5, equivalent
to an extraordinarily high IQRR of almost 10 but with a wide 95% CI (given the small dataset) for
which the lower bound was 4 [30]. From the Supplementary Material [30], the most prominent
feature contributing to Open Breast was ‘maximum gray-level value’, which could be picking up
the aspects captured by Cirrocumulus (the amount of brightest areas). The next most prominent
feature was ‘high gray-level run’ followed by ‘run-percentage’ and then both ‘short-run emphasis’
and ‘long-run emphasis’, separated by ‘gray-level range’. Therefore, OpenBreast could be utilising
aspects of ‘homogeneity’ and the major principal component on which Cirrus is based, combined with
measures of mean and range of brightness implicated in Cirrocumulus.
It might be that, by applying machine learning to digital mammograms, essentially the same
risk-associated aspects of a mammogram are being discovered, but with greater power and more
precision. A similar approach to identify texture-based risk predictors agnostically also performed well
with an IQQR of about 6, with a lower bound of the 95% CI < 4 (again reflecting the small data set) [31].
Nevertheless, these two recent studies, combined with our discoveries using mostly film
mammograms, are very encouraging for finding very strong, and easily automated, breast cancer risk
prediction from applying machine leaning to digital mammograms. Our studies were detecting signals
despite considerable noise from digitising film mammograms across different machines. Despite this,
we appear to have been detecting true signals. Discovery of more and better signals might be much
easier using digital mammography.
Another attempt to achieve this aim using ‘deep learning’ applied to a large data set [32] failed to
use cases and controls of the same age, so they in effect learnt how to measure age from a mammogram,
derived inflated estimates of risk discrimination based on naïve use of AUC statistics, and might not
have discovered anything new. We know age predicts breast cancer risk, and is easily measured, so we
want to know what it is about a mammogram that predicts risk for women of the same age. Reuse of
that large data set to apply learning and replication using case-control sets matched for age could be
worthwhile, especially if it was made openly available.
To help achieve the aim of determining the optimal measures of the different aspect of breast
cancer risk from different mammographic images, we and others have created the Measurement
Challenge [33]. This is an open international resource which offers sets of anonymised full-field
digital mammogram images for analysis so that unbiased and transparent comparisons can be made
between measures.
These new discoveries have important implications for understanding the causes of breast
cancer. We have applied a new method for making inference about causation by examining familial
confounding, called ICE FALCON [34], to data on twin pairs. We found no evidence that conventional
DNA methylation in blood is having a causal effect on conventional mammographic density (Cumulus),
or vice versa [35]. We will apply this approach to study our new mammogram-based risk factors.
That conventional mammographic density might not necessarily be having a direct causal effect
on breast cancer risk has serious implications for biological research. At this stage it is very difficult to
identify which components of breast tissue are implicated in mammogram-based risk, but this will be
an area of likely productive aetiological research once the new generation of risk factors emerging
from agnostic approaches to digital mammograms are established and automated.
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There are also major public health implications, especially given the magnitude of breast cancer
over-diagnosis associated with mammographic screening [36]. It is interesting to reflect on Wolfe being
an advocate of early mammographic screening. These new findings play to that scenario by making
it possible to clarify with considerable precision, and at a young adult age, a woman’s risk of breast
cancer [37].
If screening was to be tailored to a woman’s risk using new mammogram-based measures, family
history and polygenic risk scores, large proportions of the population would be classified as well
below ‘average’ risk while small proportions (but substantial numbers given the number of women
screened) of women with risks as high as BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutation could be readily identified [37].
New automated risk predictors based on mammograms, improved genetic risk prediction and proper
collection and utilisation of family history data could greatly change the landscape of breast cancer risk
prediction without needing to collect data from women about lifestyle and other factors with small
impact on risk discrimination, making implementation far more practical and realistic.
These advances in breast cancer risk prediction based on aspects of mammograms could also be
used to help alleviate racial and ethnic disparities. For example, in the U.S., black women are more
likely to be diagnosed with more aggressive interval breast cancer. Asian women also have on average
higher percent mammographic density and are at increased risk of this type of breast cancer. Better
risk prediction for interval breast cancer using multiple risk factors as in [14] is, therefore, a priority.
To be effective, however, it will need to be automated, include new measures such as Cirrus, and be
validated for use in racially and ethnically diverse populations.
In summary, our research has directly challenged the historical paradigm of mammographic
density research that there is one concept of mammographic density, defined as the light of bright
regions on a mammogram, and that this measure is predictive of both masking of existing tumours
and risk. We have drastically changed the conventional view by finding evidence that the conventional
density is implicated in breast cancer risk—specifically interval cancers—by masking, not directly
with risk per se. Other aspects of a mammogram, based on brightness and texture, appear to be more
directly implicated in risk, and this applies to Caucasian as well as Asian women. The prospect of
automated mammogram-based risk measures, combined with other major risk factors, could change
population screening to be based more on relative risk than just age, make screening more effective,
reduce its negative aspects, and hopefully save more lives.
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